
Previous: 8,013.4 PSEi change: -1.88%

High: 7,994.3 Best: JFC +1.15%

Low: 7,808.3 2nd best: DMC +0.81%

Close: 7,863.0 2nd worst: JGS -4.27%

Val. traded (mn): 3,858.5 Worst: LTG -4.51%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months +0.0250 5.7760 5 years -0.0150 5.9760

6 months +0.0180 5.9390 7 years -0.0200 5.9610

1 year +0.0190 6.1000 10 years -0.0070 5.9570

2 years -0.0140 6.0350 20 years -0.0440 6.0600

3 years -0.0140 6.0080 30 years -0.0150 6.3130

4 years -0.0140 5.9890

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 52.320 52.520 EUR/USD 1.1302 1.1313

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0002 2.4422 5 years -0.0636 2.1783

6 months -0.0106 2.4535 10 years -0.0407 2.3983

2 years -0.0750 2.2416 30 years -0.0123 2.8616

Philippine peso
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LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

The local equities market declined and the Philippine Peso depreciated on the back of overall risk-off sentiment amid increasing worries over global 

economy. Consequently, local fixed income yields fell following decline in global bond market yields on stronger demand for government paper.

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

US equities ended mix amid positive political developments and poor sentiment towards the health of the global economy. European and Asian

equities, alongside US Treasury yields, continued their descent due to brewing fears of a slowdown in global growth. Meanwhile, the US Dollar

slightly weakened ahead of economic data releases in the US.

 The Philippine Peso weakened against the dollar on risk-off sentiment as 
concerns of a slowdown in the global economy bubbled up. Germany and the US 
both reported steeper-than-expected declines in manufacturing activity. The 
USD/PHP pair closed at 52.52 (+0.38% DoD).  

 Local fixed income yields slightly flattened amid stronger demand for 
government paper and global bond market yields dropping to near-term lows, 
underscoring slowing global growth. On average, yields fell 0.74 bps, with the 
long end dropping 2.20 bps and the short end rising 1.2 bps 

 The local equities market closed lower following regional peers amid 
increasing worries over global growth. Foreigners bought US$12.67mn 
yesterday. The PSEi closed at 7,863.02 (-1.88% DoD).  

 The House of Representative and the Senate plan to transmit the Php3.757 
trillion National Budget to the Office of the President this week, as agreed during 
a meeting yesterday (March 25) to resolve the budget impasse. So far, the delay 
in the budget has resulted in the reenactment of the 2018 budget, which led to 
downward revisions in PH GDP growth. 

 Manila Water Company Inc. (PSE Ticker: MWC) announced that it will be 
giving all its customers a one-time voluntary bill waiver for March 2019 
consumption, which will be reflected in the customers' April billing. The one-time 
March bill waiver scheme has two parts: one is that Manila Water customers will 
receive a bill waiver of the minimum charge in their March consumption. The 
other measure will be that hard-hit barangays with absolutely no water service 
for at least seven continuous or broken days from March 6 to 31 will not be 
charged at all throughout March. 
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 US equities ended mixed, with the DJIA ekeing out a small gain on news  
regarding evidence that President Trump did not collude with Russia during the 
2016 elections. Overall sentiment however, remains poor on concerns over a global 
growth slowdown. The DJIA closed at 25,516.83 (+0.06% DoD), while the S&P500 
ended at 2,798.36 (-0.08% DoD). 

 European shares closed lower on the back of growing concerns over economic 
growth and possibility of a recession. The MSCI Europe closed at 126.39 (-0.46% 
DoD).   

 Asian equities slumped following a global market rout last Friday. The drop in 
equities was brought by significant change in the US Federal Reserve's policy 
outlook as it cites risks to US economic growth. The MSCI APxJ closed at 522.11 
(-1.44% DoD). 

 US Treasury yields continued fall, with fears over a global growth slowdown and 
deceleration in the US economy keeping the yield curve inverted. Both German and 
Japanese yields followed suit. On average, yields fell by 3.37 bps, with the 10-year 
falling by 4.07 bps to 2.3983%. 

 The US Dollar retreated despite the continued decline in Treasury yields, as 
investors anticipate economic data releases in the US whereby they can gauge the 
overall health of the economy. The DXY closed at 96.566 (-0.09% DoD). 


